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1 Introduction 
Since the eighties an important idea to understand the long-time behavior 
of orbits was that the characteristic invariant sets (for instance attractors) 
arising in dynamical systems should be regarded as the supports of some 
invariant measures and these measures should be characterized by certain 
singularities. Considering a compact set F C Rd equipped with a measureµ 
we are interested in subsets Ka ~ F with a given scaling law 
Ka= {x E F: there exists lim log~(Be(x)) and it equals a} 
e-->O og c; 
(Be( x) denotes the ball with radius c; and centre x. If the centre is the origin 
we write simply Be)· 
Let f (a) denote the Hausdorff dimension dimH of Ka. This function is the 
so called singularity- or J( a )-spectrum. 
Another characterization can be given by the Renyi dimension spectrum, 
which to each real q associates a dimensionlike value Dq. 
A heuristical approach suggests that a, f( a) and q, Dq should be related by 
the Legendre transform. Our goal is to verify these heuristics in the self-affine 
case described below. 
We consider a finite set of non-singular linear contractions T1 , ... , Tk of some 
1 
euclidean space Rd. So there are numbers a, a' in (0, 1) with 
To each k-tupel ( a 1 , ... , ak) E R dk we assign the collection of affine mappings 
{Si}1,2, ... ,k := {ai + Tih=1,2, ... ,k and we define a subset F(a1, ... , ak) of Rd by 
the set-up 
LJ { ai1 + Ti 1 ai2 + Ti1 Ti2 ai3 + ... } . 
iE.700 
Let us denote by J 00 the set {1, 2, ... , k }N of all infinite sequences of symbols 
in {1, 2, ... , k}. The set of finite sequences of length n we denote by Jn, and 
finally we write J for the set of all finite sequences, i.e. J = Un>o Jn. Here Jo 
denotes the set consisting only of the empty sequence. If i,j are two sequences, 
where the first one is finite, we write i · j to denote their combination, and 
i :S j in the case where j has i as starting sequence. If i is in {1, 2, ... , k }, we 
write i · i for the combination of the starting element i and the sequence i. For 
two sequences i,j we write i /\ j to denote their common starting sequence, 
which is simply the empty sequence in case i and j have different starting 
elements. If i is a sequence, we denote its (possibly infinite) length by Iii. If 
n E {O, 1, 2, ... , Iii} , we denote by i(n) the starting sequence of length n 
of i. 
We equip J 00 with the natural Tychonov product topology. This makes J 00 
to a Cantor set. 
Consequently, F( a1, ... , ak) is the set of all points 
i E Joo , 
where the existence of 7r(i) is a trivial consequence of our assumptions, and 
the mapping 7r(.) is continuous from J 00 onto F( ai, ... , ak). Of course, 7r 
depends upon a:= (a1, ... , ak) E Rdk, and if necessary we write 7ra(i). From 
the continuity of 7r and the compactness of J 00 we derive that F( a1, ... , ak) 
is a compact. So it is a measurable set. 
Let us extend this definition of 7r to finite sequences i E J by 
i E Jn. 
We have an alternative characterization of F(a1, ... , ak)· Take some radius 
/ = 1(a) such that Si(B..,) = ai + Ti(B..,) ~ B...,, i = 1, 2, ... , k. It is easy to 
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show that sufficiently large / have this property. Then we have 
00 
F(a1, ... , ak) = n LJ Sit · ... · Sin(B'Y) . 
n=l iE.7n 
So F( a1, ... , ak) is a subset of B'Y ~ Rd. F( a1 , ... , ak) is self-affine in the 
following sense 
F(ai, ... ,ak) = LJ Sit· ... ·Sin(F(a11 ••• ,ak)), 
iE.7n 
n = 1,2, .... 
Additionally, let there be given a fixed probability distribution on {1, ... , k} 
determined by a vector (p1, ... ,pk) with 0 <Pi ~ 1, bPi = 1. With respect to 
this distribution we consider .:J 00 as space of i.i.d. sequences of symbols from 
{1, ... , k}. The corresponding Bernoulli (product) measure on .:100 we denote 
by v. The image of v under 7r (i.e.µ:= ll7r-1 ) is a measure on F(a1 , ... , ak), 
which is the main object of our interest here. Especially we are interested in 
the following question: For given a, what is the Hausdorff dimension of that 
part Ka. of points x in F( a1, ... , ak) which have the property that the local 
dimension ofµ in x is a, i.e. a small ball Be(x) has a µ-measure of the order 
µ(Be(x)),..., E:a. ? We give a precise formulation only later. 
Of course, we can expect the answer to depend on the special choice of the 
parameter vector (a1 , ... , ak)· The reason for us not to fix this vector is that 
we intend to find an "almost sure"-type answer: For almost all ( a 1 , ... , ak) 
with respect to the dk-dimensional Lebesgue measure the Hausdorff dimen-
sion of Ka. is some f(a). 
This is the same situation as in [Fa], where a number 6. = d(Ti, T2 , .. . ) was 
evaluated such that dimH(F(a1 , ... ,ak)) = 6. for almost all parameters a, 
supposed that the contraction number fulfils a :::; 1/3. 
We conclude this section with a standard fact about the /(a:)-spectrum. 
Let µ be an arbitrary finite measure defined on the O'-field of Borel sets of 
Rd. For an arbitrary non-negative a we consider the set 
K~ := {x E Rd : lim log µ(Be(x)) :::; a} 
e--+0 log E: 
Then we have 
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Lemma 1 
Proof. Let K~(n) := K~ n Bn. It 1s sufficient to prove that 
dimH(K~(n)) :::; a for each n. Choose an arbitrary positive 5. Obviously 
we find a covering C of K~(n) by balls with centers in K~ such for each of 
these balls B the relation 
µ(B) ~ (diam(B)t+o 
is fulfilled. The maximum of the radii of these balls can be chosen arbitrary 
small. Now by the covering lemma 1.9. in [Fal] we find a subset C' of C 
consisting of disjoint balls such that the set C" which is obtained from C' by 
blowing up each ball in C' with factor three is in turn a covering of K~(n). 
This gives the following estimate 
BEC 11 BEC' 
< 30:+20 ·sup( diam(B))° L ( diam(B)tH 
BEC BEC' 
< 30:+20 ·sup( diam(B))6 L µ(B) :::; 30:+2.5 ·sup( diam(B))6 ·µ(Rd) . 
BEC BEC' BEC 
So the Hausdorff dimension of K~(n) is at most a+ 25. Since 5 was arbitary 
we proved the assertion. • 
2 A Self-Affine Fractal with Measure 
First let us consider an easier problem. 
Let, for i E Jn, Pi denote the probability Pit· .. ··Pin> and let Ti:= Tit· ... ·Tin, 
Si :=Sit · ... ·Sin· We put ti := llTill · 
Now let, for given i E Joo, a-(i) denote the expression 
-(") 1. logpi(n) a I := Im , 
n->oo log ti(n) 
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and the corresponding upper limit we denote by a+(i). In case that these 
values coincide we denote the limit by a(i). 
Observe that the set of accumulation points of the sequence 
log Pi(n) 
log ti(n) 
coincides with the interval [a-(i), a+(i)]. 
We define, for a ;::: 0 
J(a) := {i E Joo : a(i) =a} . 
Let us introduce a metric p in Joo by means of 
p(i,j) := tiAj 
It is easy to check that the triangle inequality is fulfilled. This metric gener-
ates the natural topology of the Cantor set J 00 • 
Observe that, taking this metric, J(a) is the set of those points i, for which 
the local dimension of v exists and is a. 
With this metric the mapping 7f' becomes Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz 
constant 2/. Our motivation to choose this metric is that for given i,j E Joo 
the value tiAj is the magnitude of l7ra(i) - 7ra(j)I for almost all parameters a, 
see [Fa], Lemma 3.1. We have some hope that with this metric Joo becomes 
'nearly isometric' to F( a1, ... , ak) and 7r preserves the Hausdorff and local 
dimensions we are interested in. We will see that this hope is partially justi-
fied. 
We have to cope with the problem that the Lipschitz mapping 7r in general 
has not a Lipschitz continuous inverse or is not invertible at all. So the local 
dimension of 7r(i) with respect to µ may be less than the local dimension of 
i with respect to v. The simplest reason that this may happen is the case 
where 7r is not injective. If 7r(i) = 7r(j) and the local dimension in j is less 
than in i, then clearly the application of 7r diminishes the local dimension of 
I. 
Although we do not employ the injectivity of 7r in the sequel, since this prop-
erty is not strong enough to ensure that dimensions remain unchanged with 
the application of 7r, the following assertion sl).ould be of some independent 
interest. For the definition of !::,. see [Fa] or chapter 2 of this paper. It is the 
Hausdorff dimension of Joo with respect to p . . 
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Lemma 2 If a :::; 1/3, b.. < 1 and b.. < d - 1~;!~1 , then for almost all 
a E Rdk (with respect to Lebesgue measure) the mapping 7ra is injective. 
Proof. It is obvious from the property of F( a1, ... , ak) to be self-affine that 
we can confine ourselves to prove that for almost all a we have 7r(i) -=/= 7r(j) 
for i,j E Joo supposed that i(l) -=/= j(l), i.e. already the first members of i 
and j are different. 
Observe that 7ra(i) is linear as function of a. So we prove that 7r is injective 
for almost all a E Be, ()being chosen such that the volume of the ball is one. 
So we show that 7r is injective with probalility one. Denote the (probability) 
Lebesgue measure on Be by P. 
Observe that we find a common value of the number I = 1(a), that was 
defined in the introduction, which does not depend on a E Be. 
Choose i,j E {1, 2, ... , k}, i-=/= j and n EN.Consider the event 
En:= {a E Be: (. LJ Si-i(B-r)) n r. LJ Si.j(B-r)) -=/= 0} 
IE.7n ~E.7n 
Then 
P(En):::; 2: P (si.i(B-r) n Si.j(B-r) "I= 0) 
ijE.7n 
< . ?= P ( B-rt;.i(7r(i · i)) n B-rtj.j(7r(j · j))-=/= 0) 
IJE.7n 
< 2: P(!7r(i·i))-7r(j·j))!:::;1(ti.i+tn)). 
ijE.7n 
In order to make things compatible to (Fa], Lemma 3.1. we choose an arbi-
trary i' E :J 00 and continue as follows, where s E ( b.., d) is non-integer and 
Cs is a positive constant depending on s, 
< 2: P (17r(i · i · i')) - 7l"(j · j · i'))I:::; 21(ti.i + tj.j)) 
ijE.7n . 
< L P (17r(i · i · i')) - 7r(j · j · i'))l-s ~ (21(ti·i + tn)ts) 
ijE.7n 
< L Eal7r(i · i · i')) - 7r(j · j · i'))l-s · (21(ti·i + tn)Y 
ijE.7n 
< cs L (hi+ tnY · 
ijE.'.ln 
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Here in the third step we used Cebyshev's inequality. We continue with some 
· positive constant c~ 
< c' '°' (t~ + t~) < 2c' · kn''°' t~ . -s61 J- s 61 
ijE.Jn iE.Jn. 
We apply Proposition 4.1. in [Fa] to continue (observe 6. < 1) 
< 2c' · kn · max t~-~ "°"' tfl < 2c' · kn · a(s-~)n · h(n) 
- s •,,-J 61- s ' 
JE..1n. iE.Jn. 
where h( n) is a positive function of n such that n-1 log h( n) tends to zero as 
n tending to infinity, and we may continue for some C > 0 and 0 < T < 1 
< 0 ·Tn 
- ' 
in view of our assumptions, supposed we choose s close enough to d. 
Observe that in view of Si(B-y) ~ B-y, i = 1, 2, ... , k, the En form a descend-
ing sequence of events. So we get 
P (n En)= o, 
n>O 
i.e. for almost all a there is some n with a rf. En, which in view of the remark 
at the beginning of the proof implies that 7ra(i) -/:- 7ra(j) for all i ~ j E Joo-• 
Next we try to find the Hausdorff dimensions of the J(a)· 
A remarkable tool to attack our problem are some special measures on Joo· 
The idea to consider these measures is adapted, on the one hand, from [CM], 
where the special case of similarity mappings instead of general linear con-
tractions was treated. On the other hand, we follow closely the considerations 
in [Fa], where the Hausdorff dimension of F( a1, ... , ak) was investigated. For 
any subset I of Joo we consider countable coverings by p-disks. Any such 
disk is given by a natural number n and by an element i of Jn· In fact, in 
order to specify the disk it is enough to give the centre and the number of 
elements, up to which the starting sequence of this centre determines the 
starting sequence of any other element of the disk. So we denote the disk by 
Di. A covering of I by p-disks is given by a subset K of J with the property 
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that any element in I has some element of K as starting sequence. The set 
of all coverings of I we denote by C(I). Let us write Cr(I) for the subset of 
all coverings K, such that any i E K has length Iii ~ r. 
We define for any pair of real numbers q, s and for any natural number r 
v(;)(I) := inf L Pf· tf = inf L Pf· (diam Di)8 
K-EC,.(I) • ..- K-EC,.(I) • .-
IE"' IE"' 
and 
vq,s(I) := lim vq,s(I) . 
r-+oo (r) 
This is the standard construction of a net measure (see [Ro], [Fall). It is not 
difficult to verify that vq,s is an outer measure on p(.700 ) which restricts to a 
measure on the Borel sets of the metric space ( J" 00 , p). 0 bverse that p-disks 
have the 'net-property': Two p-disks are either disjoint or one of them is 
contained in the other one. 
We have the following 
Lemma 3 For each q E R there is a f3(q) such that vq,s(.700 ) is zero for 
s > /3 ( q) and is infinite for s < f3 ( q). This f3 is a decreasing function of q. 
Proof. vq,s(.700 ) is a decreasing function of s and q. If one of the argu-
ments q, s is fixed, for large values of the other argument vq,s ( J 00 ) is zero 
(take the Jn as coverings of J"00 ), and for small values of the other argu-
ment it is infinite, since we may manage Pf · tf to grow exponentially fast 
with growing length of i in that case. Finally, observe that there cannot be 
two values s < s' such that vq,s ( J" 00 ) and vq,s' ( J" 00 ) are both non-zero and 
finite, since the quotient t;-s' of corresponding terms in the defining sums 
tends to zero exponentially fast with growing length of i (uniformly in i). So 
we would get vq,s(.700 )/vq,s' (.700 ) = 0, which is a contradi~tion. Hence the 
threshold between 0 and +oo is a single value of s. • 
The expression Pf · tf is a convex function of ( q, s) for fixed i. So we have 
Lemma 4 For any I ~ Joo the expression vq,s(I) is a convex function of 
q ands. 
By Lemma 3 we obtain 
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Lemma 5 The threshold function /3 is decreasing and convex. In particular 
it is continuous. 
Let us denote, for each q E R, by a-( q) and a+ ( q) the lower and upper 
derivatives of the concave function -/3 at q. If /3 is smooth at q we define 
a(q) := -/3'(q). Let 
,A+:= a(-oo), 
A - := a( +oo) . 
Note that these values are well-defined. 
Before proving the main result of this section, we give the following alterna-
tive characterizations of the threshold function /3, which is the adaptation of 
the corresponding result in [Fa]: 
Lemma 6 For each q E R, the following numbers exist and are all equal to 
/3( q) 
{a) inf{s: vq,s(.J00 ) = O} = sup{s: vq,s(.J00 ) = +oo} 1 
(b) the unique s such that liffir_,00 [:EiE..7,. Pf · tf r/r = 1 1 
(c) inf{s: :EiE..7Pf · tf < +oo} = sup{s: :EiE..7Pf · tf = +oo} 
The measure vq,/3(q) has total mass not less than one for q :S 1 and not 
greater than one for q ~ 1. 
Proof. 1. {a) is simply the definition of /3( q). 
2. For a finite subset T of .J we introduce the notation 
S ( q, s, T) : = 2: Pf · tf . 
iEI 
From the fact that the matrix norm is submultiplicative we get that S( q, s, t) 
is a submultiplicative or supermultiplicative function of T (in the sense that 
T1 · T2 = {i · j : i E T1,j E T2} ), depending on whether s is positive or not. 
So log S( q, s, Jr) is sub- or superadditive as function of r. As is well-known, 
in either case there exists the limit for r ---too of (S(q,s,.Jr)) 11r which we 
shall denote by U( q, s ). In our situation this expression is finite, continuous 
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and strictly decreasing in s (observe that a' ~ ti(n)/ti(n-l) ~ a holds for any 
· n E N, i E :!00 ). U(q, s) is greater than one for small values of s and less 
than one for large values of s, so there is a unique s0 for which the limit is 
one. Now it is obvious that this value is the thre~hold value appearing in {c). 
3. Since each Jr is a covering for :!00 , we have the relation f3(q) ~ s0 . On 
the other hand, assume that vq,s(:J00 ) = 0, but U(q,s) > 1. Then to each c 
and each r we find a finite covering K. of the compact :!00 with Iii ~ r for 
each i E K. and such that the sum S ( q, s, K.) over that covering is less than 
c. To come to a contradiction, we consider the two cases s < 0 and s ~ 0 
separately. 
4. First let s < 0. Assume without any loss of generality that the covering 
K. is non-reducible in the sense that it does not include an i which could be 
omitted. We define the section of level r', r' E N, of that covering by 
K.(r') := {j E Jr' : there is some i E K. with j ~ i} . 
Choose some large number Mand assume that S(q, s, K.(r')) > M. Fix some 
n large enough to ensure that T := S(q, s, :Jn)> 1. Now we have the following 
relation 
K. ( r' + n) = K. ( r') · Jn \ K. ( r', r' + n) 
where 
K.(r', r' + n) 
·- {j E Jr'+n : there is some k E K. with r' ~ lkl < r' + n and k < j} . 
Here we used the property of K. to be a non-reducible covering of :f 00. We 
get by the supermultiplicativity of S 
S ( q, s, K. ( r' + n)) ~ T · M - S ( q, s, K. ( r', r' + n)) . 
Denote the set {i E K. : r' ~ Iii < r 1 + n} by K.r',n and observe that there is 
some constant c depending on q, s, n but not on r', such that 
S(q,s,K.(r',r' +n)) < C· S(q,s,Kr',n). 
Since K.r',n is a subset of K. we get 
S ( q, s, K. ( r' + n)) ~ T · M - c · c . 
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Hence, if M is large enough, from the property S ( q, s, JC ( r')) > M we get 
S(q, s, JC(r' + n)) > M, too. But from the property Iii 2:: r for i E JC we get 
that 
JC(r) =:Ir ,' 
which has a measure growing exponentially with growing r. So for r large 
enough all the sections JC ( r), JC ( r + n), JC ( r + 2n), ... have a measure not less 
than M. This contradicts the finiteness of JC, yielding that s0 = f3(q). 
5. The case s 2:: 0 can be treated in exactly the same way as in (Fa]. Assume 
that S( q, s, JC) S 1. Let p := max{ Iii : i E JC}. Define coverings JCn, n > p, 
by 
JC {. • • • JC 1· • • I d 1· • • I } n := 11 · 12 · ... · lt : lj E , 11 · 12 · ••. · lt 2:: n an 11 · 12 · ... · lt-1 < n . 
Then the submultiplicativity of S yields 
Using this we inductively get 
S(q, s, JCn) s 1 . 
Now observe that JCn is a covering with all elements having a length between 
n and n + p. So we conclude that there is some c depending on q, s, p but not 
on n such that 
S(q,s,Jn) Sc· S(q,s,JCn) Sc. 
So U(q,s) S 1 which contradicts the assumption, yielding that s0 = f3(q). 
6. For q s 1 we obviously have f3(q) 2:: 0, so that we are in the submultiplica-
tive case treated in the 5th step. If vq,f3(q)(J00 ) would be less than one, then 
we would find a finite covering JC of :100 with S(q,f3(q),JC) < 1. But the same 
argument as applied in 5. yields that this would urge the sums S(q,f3(q), :In) 
to go to zero exponentially fast, in contradiction to U(q,/3(q)) = 1. The case 
q 2:: 1 is trivial: If llq,f3(q)(:J00 ) would be greater than one, there should be 
S(q,f3(q),:Jn) > 1 for n sufficiently large, so that by the supermultiplicativ-
ity this sum would tend to infinity exponentially fast, again in contradiction 
to U(q,j3(q)) = 1. • 
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In general we cannot expect that the Hausdorff type measures llq,s considered 
here have finite non-zero total mass at the critical values= (3(q). If llq,s is 
the zero measure, it yields no information about nothing. Compared with 
this situation, the case of infinite total mass is clearly better, but anyway 
we would like to have to do with a probability measure. Fortunately, there 
is always a modification of llq,f'(q), which has finite non-zero total mass. In 
fact, to each q ER we find some function hq : J --'* R+ such that 
lim exp(-bn) · sup hq(i) = 0 and lim exp(-bn) · sup(hq(i)t1 = 0 
n->oo lil=n n->oo lil=n 
for each positive real b, and such that the measure z;'l• 9 defined by modifying 
the definition of llq,s as follows: 
I~ Joo , 
and 
I~ Joo , 
has total mass one for s = (3(q). The fact that this defines a measure can 
be seen in exactly the same way as above. We give the proof of the property 
IJ'l,f'( q) ( J 00 ) = 1 in the appendix. 
We write liq for the measure IJ'l,f'(q) and define 
As main result of this section we get 
Proposition 1 For each q E R, the probability measure liq is concentrated 
on the set J(q), i.e. we have 
Remark. The statement of this proposition is that, for any q, each accumu-
lation point of the sequence a(i(n)), where for i E J 
(') ·- log Pi 
a 1 .- log ti ' 
is within the interval [a-(q),a+(q)] for almost all i with respect to liq, so 
that in case of (3 being smooth at q the local dimension a(i) exists a.s. and is 
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a(q). Since f3 is convex, there is at most a countable number of q, where this 
function is not smooth. But we cannot exclude, that with the exception of a 
finite number of local dimensions a the whole spectrum of these dimensions 
is covered by the points, where f3 is not smooth. Then the identification of 
the set of points with a certain local dimension a with the support of the 
measure vq, where a= -(3'( q), is impossible for the most part of values a. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Consider first the case of q being positive. 
1. Assume that a(i(n)) has, with a positive vq_probability, an accumulation 
point outside of the given interval. Then there is an a outside of it such that 
-each c;-neighbourhood of a contains an accumulation point of a(i( n)) for a 
set of i E .:J 00 with a positive measure. We choose c; small enough so that 
[a - c:, a+ c:] does not intersect with [a-(q), a+(q)]. 
2. Define 
Kn( a, c:) := {i E .:J: a(i) E (a - e, a+ c:), Iii ;::=: n} , 
.:J(a,c:) := {i E .:!00 : a(i(n)) has an accumulation point in (a-c;,a+c:)}. 
Then, for each n, Kn( a, c;) is a countable covering of .:!(a, c; ). Since 
we find, for sufficiently large n 
0 < 1/2 · vq(.:J(a,c;)) ~ L hq(i) ·Pf· tf(q). 
iEKn(et,t:) 
Since the family {Kn (a, c;)} of coverings is descending, we even get 
+oo = L hq(i) ·Pf · tf(q) . 
iEK,.(rx,t:) 
We get by the definition of Kn( a, e: ), 
+oo = L hq(i) ·Pf · tf(q) ~ L hq(i) · ti(a-e)+f3(q) . 
iEKn( rx,t:) iEKn( rx,t:) 
We conclude from the convexity of f3 and from the fact that a does not belong 
to [a-(q), a+(q)], that we can find some q' > 0 and may choose c; so small 
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that q(a - e) + f3(q) ~ q'(a - e) + f3(q') + (2q' + l)e. So we have 
Hence 
So 
+oo L hq(i) . t((a+e)+/3(q')+e 
iEX::n( a,e) 
< I: hq(i) . pf' . tf(q')+e . 
iEX::n( a,e) 
L hq(i) · p( · tf (q')+e = +oo . 
iE.J 
L pf' . tf (q')+e/2 = +oo ' 
iE.J 
too. This is in contradiction to the property (c) in Lemma 6. 
If q < 0 we can do the same, but we have to replace a - e by a+ e and vice 
versa, and we have to choose q' negative, too. Finally, for q = 0 the signs 
have to be chosen according to on which side of the interval [a-(0), a+(o)] 
the value a is situated. 
We conclude this section with the following 
Lemma 7 For vq-almost all i we have 
lim vq(Di(n)) < l . 
n-+oo h (i(n)) · p~ · t~(q) -
q I(n) i(n) 
• 
Proof. Assume that there is some c > 1 such that the upper limit is greater 
than c for a set Ic of positive vq_measure. We may choose Ic to be compact. 
We define coverings of Ic by means of 
For each n we select a non-reducible finite subcovering K~ of the compact Ic. 
We define inductively a sequence of natural numbers: Once nj is given, we 
choose ni+l greater than the greatest length of any element i in K~ .. Then 
1 
the sequence {Wj} := {K~.} is a sequence of non-reducible finite coverings 
1 
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of Tc. We make use of the fact that two p-disks are either disjoint or one is 
completely contained in the other one, to see that the sequence of sets 
'H; := LJ Di 
iEW; 
is descending and has as limit a set 'H 2 Tc. 
So we get by the definition of vq 
0 < vq('H) :::; ~im L hq(i) ·Pf· tf(q):::; ~im L c-1 vq(Di) 
J-+oo iEW; J-+oo iEW; 
lim c-1 vq('H;) = c-1 vq('H) . 
j-+oo 
This contradicts c > 1. We are through. • 
3 The Singularity Spectrum of the Fractal 
We turn from the coding space Joo to the fractal itself. We denote it by F 
for short. Remember that it depends on (a1, ... , ak) E Rdk. 
The mapping 7r transforms Joo to F, which is a measurable subset of Rd, the 
image of vq under 7r is a measure on F which we denote by µq. 
We introduce the notations (for q E Rand a ?:'.: 0) 
J-( ) := { {~ E Joo : a-(9:::; a+(q)} for q ?:'.: 0 
q {1 E Joo : a+(1) ?:'.: a-(q)} for q < 0 
:J.- ·- { {i E Joo : a-'(i):::; a} for a:::; o:+(o) 










·- inf max{O, aq + /3( q)} . 
q 
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This is essentially the Legendre transform of /3. We express it in terms of the 
variable q, too, taking into account some abiguity for the case that /3 is not 
smooth at q. 
_ ·-{a-(q)·q+f3(q) for q2:0 
f (q) .- a+(q) · q + f3(q) for q < 0. 
f+(q) := { a+(q) · q + f3(q) for q 2: 0 
a-(q) · q + f3(q) for q < 0 . 
If /3 is smooth at q, the two values f+ ( q) and f-( q) coincide and we denote 
this number by f(q). Clearly at q = 0 both values always coincide. We 
will denote f(O) by !:i. In case !:i ~ 1 and if some additional assumption 
is fulfilled, !:i is the Hausdorff dimension of F for almost all parameters 
(a1, ... , ak) E Rdk, see [Fa]. We have 
Proposition 2 The Hausdorff dimension of F(-;.) is not greater than l(a) 1 
dimH(Fc---:X)) ~ 1+( a) . 
Consequently, 
Proof. We define, in correspondence to the proof of Proposition 1, 
K~(a,c:) := {i E :1: a(i) ~ a+c:, Iii 2: n}, nEN,c:>O. 
Consider the case a~ a+(o). 
Remember the definition of I in the introduction. We put 
C~(a,c:) := {B')'t.(7r(i)): i E K~(a,c:)}. 
l 
Since K~(a,c:) is a covering of :J(:_), we derive from the definition of/ and 
of the fractal that C~ (a, c:) is a covering of Fc---:X)· Obviously the diameter of 
that covering tends to zero as n is growing. Fix some 5 > 0. Then we have 
for some q 2: 0 the relation 1( a) 2: aq + /3( q) - 5, and consequently 
L ( ti)t(a)+25 ~ L ( ti)aq+f3(q)+5 
iEX:;(cx,.:) iEK;(cx,.:) 
< '""' p~ . t~(q)+5-qt: < '""' p~ . t~(q)+5-qt: . 
L.J l l -L...J1 l 
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Choosing c such that qc < 5, this last expression tends to zero as n ---"* oo by 
·Lemma 6. So for a ::; a.+(o) we proved the assertion of our proposition. The 
proof for a> a.+(o) is completely analogous. • 
Since F(a) ~ F(-::,_), and F(q) ~ F-(q), we have an upper estimate for the 
Hausdorff dimensions of F(a) and F(q), too. 
To derive a lower estimate, some restrictions will be made. 
Proposition 3 Assume 6. = f(O) = maxf(a.) ::; 1 and a< 1/3. Then for 
each s E ( 0, 1- ( q)) and each K, > 0 we have the relation 
for vLalmost all i. 
Proof. The assumptions of the proposition allow to apply Falconer's Lemma 
3.1., [Fa] which yields, for some constant c1 > 0 
Now by Lemma 7 there is vq_almost surely a finite number c(i) suc;h that we 
may continue 
00 
::; c(i )c1 I: t~:) · hq(i( n)) · Pf(n) · t~~] · 
n=O 
Assume q ~ 0 and choose some 5 > 0. Then by Proposition 1 we get a.s. for 
some finite c'(i) 
00 
< c'(i)c(i)c1 Lt~:)· hq(i(n)) · t~:~q)q-oq · t~~] 
n=O 
00 '(") (") '°"' h ("( )) tf-(q)-s-oJqJ 
C I C I C1 L..J q 1 n · i(n) · 
n=O 
If q < 0 we finally get the same, using a+ instead of a-. This last expression 
is clearly finite if 5 is small enough, since ti(n) decreases exponentially . • 
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The next step is to show that the Hausdorff dimension of F( q) is not less 
than f- ( q) (for almost allc para,meters a with respect to the dk-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure). 
Proposition 4 Assume ~ = f(O) 
almost all parameters a we have 
max i(a) < 1 and a < 1/3. For 
Consequently, if /3 is smooth at q, for a = a( q) we have 
Proof. 1. By Proposition 3, ifs < f-(q), for µq_a.e. x E Rd and each K, > 0 
we have 
r r da µq(y) = r j da dvq(~) < +co . 
JB,,. JF Ix - Yls JB,,. ~""' Ix - 7ra(J)ls 
So for almost all parameters a the integral 
r dµq(y) 
JF Ix -yls 
is finite µq_a.s. Fix a and choose some N such that 
where 
{ r dµq(y) } FN := XE F: JF Ix - Yls < N 
Denote by µ'}v the restriction of µq to FN. Then we have 
ff dµ'Jv(x) dµ'Jv(y) I I <co. x-y s 
He~ce by the potential-theoretic characterization of the Hausdorff dimension 
any set supporting µ'Jv has at least dimension s, see [Fal], Corollary 6.6. 
Obviously, this is true for µq, too. 
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2. We do not know, whether F( q) is measurable. But obviously by Proposition 
1 its outer µq_measure is the total mass of µq. It is easy to see that this is 
enough to conclude that dimH(F(q)) 2::: s. In fact, let us assume the opposite. 
Then there would be some s' < s such that to each pair n, n' of positive 
integers there would be a countable covering Kn.n' of F( q) with open balls of 
diameter less than n-1 and such 
'L.: ( diam(B))s' < (n't 1 • 
BEK.n,n' 
Consider the measurable set 
G := n LJ 2 F(q). 
Obviously all the Kn,n', are coverings of G, too. So G has a dimension less 
than s. But since G is a measurable set containing F(q) it supports µq and 
so it should have a Hausdorff dimension of at least s. This is the desired 
contradiction. 
This proves the proposition, since s was arbitrary in (0, f-(q)). • 
Remark. So far, we estimated the Hausdorff dimension of sets with scaling 
properties which are defined in terms of the .J00-coding of F. The remaining 
part of this section deals with those sets, the scaling properties of which are 
defined with respect to the fractal itself and the measure µ. 
We define in similar way as above 
K(q) = K(q,a) := 
{ x E F: a-(q) ~ lim logµ(Be(x)) ~ lim logµ(Be(x)) ~ a+(q)} ' ~ ~e ~ ~e · 
{x E F : lim logµ(B.(x)) < a} 
e->O loge -
{x E F : a < lim logµ(B.(x))} 




for q 2::: 0 
for q < 0 
a~ a+(o) 
a> a+(o) . 
Proposition 5 If x = 7r(i) (x E Rd, i E Joo), then we have 
a) lim log µ(Be(x)) ~ ,lim log Pi(n) , 
t:-+0 log e n->oo log ti(n) 
b) -1. log µ(Be(x)) < -1. log Pi(n) Im Im ----'-'-
e-+0 log e - n->oo log ti(n) 
Proof. For each j E J we define e(j) := 2/tj, where, as in the introduction, 
/denotes a radius such that ai + Ti(B-r) ~ B-y, i = 1, 2, ... , k. Then we have 
so that 
µ(Be(i(n))(x)) 2'.: µ(Si(n)(F)) = µ(7r(i(n) ·Joo))= Pi(n) · 
From this we immediately conclude the validity of a). On the other hand, 
the sequence log ti(n) decreases in steps of bounded size, so that we may 
invert the definition of e(.) yielding to each e > 0 some n(e) such that 
2/ti(n(e)) ~ e ~ K · ti(n(e)) for some constant K and consequentely 
µ(Be(x)) 2'.: µ(Si(n(e))(F)) = µ( 7r(i(n(e )) ·Joo)) = Pi(n(e)) ·-
This proves b ). • 
The next two propositions show that for almost all parameters a in a) of 
Proposition 5 we have even the equality. Remember that by a-(i) we de-
noted the expression 
1. log Pi(n) Im . 
n--::;oo log ti( n) 
Proposition 6 Assume b,. = f(O) = max f( a) ~ 1 and a < 1/3. If i E 
J 001 then for each s E (0, 1) with s < a-(f) and each /'i, > 0 we have the 
estimate 
r J da dv(j) 
Js,.. :Too 17r a(i) - 7ra(j) Is < +oo . 
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Proof. Let 5 > 0, a := a-(i). Then there is some n 0 E N such that for 
n ~ n 0 we have Pi(n) :::; t~~). We use again Falconer's Lemma 3.1., [Fa] to 
conclude that for 5 < a - s 
1 j da dv(j) j dv(j) < ~ -s ( ) J (") _ (')Js :::; C1 -t,, _ C1 L... ti(n)V Di(n) 
B"' :loo 7ra 1 7ra J :loo iAj n=O 
00 00 
C1 Lt~~) · Pi(n) :::; c(i)c1 L t~~)-s < +oo . 
n=O n=O 
• 
Proposition 7 Assume that ti <Pi for i = 1, 2, ... , k. Let 77 be any measure 
on J 00 with finite mass. Then for almost all parameters a E Rkd we have 
for 77-a.e. i E J 00 • 
lim log µ(Be( 7r(i))) > lim log Pi(n) 
.:-+0 log c - n-+oo log ti(n) 
Proof. By Proposition 6, if i E J 00 ands < a-(i), the relation 
j dv(j) 
:loo J7r a(i) - 11" a(j) Is < +oo 
holds for almost all a. So the set of (i, a) such that this integral is finite 
has full 77 x mdk_measure, where mdk denotes the dk-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure. Hence the set of i, with this integral being finite, has full 77-measure 
for almost all a. 
So assume that for (i, a) the integral is finite. Assume in addition that 
1. log µ,(Be(7r(i))) -c·) im <a 1 . 
t:-+O log c 
Then there is some sequence { cr} with cr L 0 and some 8 > 0 such that 
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Note that the finiteness of the integral considered above implies that 
µ(Ber(?r(i))) l 0 as r --+ oo. So we may assume without any loss of the 
generality that the following condition is fulfilled for each r E N: 
This leads to the following estimate 
j . dv(j) . s ~ f r . dv(j) . s 
:Too 17r(l) - 7r(J)I r=l }{jE:Too:er+1<l7r(i)-7r(j)l~er} 17r(l) - 7r(J)J 
00 00 
> 1/2L.:c;8 µ(Ber(7r(i))) ~ 1/2L.:c;s+a-(i)-o. 
r=l r=l 
This sum is infinite for s sufficiently close to a-(i) in contradiction to our 
assumption concerning the integral. So ( *) cannot be valid. • 
Proposition 8 Assume 6.. = f(O) =max j_(a) ~ 1 and a< 1/3. Moreover, 
assume that ti <Pi for i = 1, 2, ... , k. Let a~ a-(1). Then we have 
and consequently for q ~ 1 we have 
both relations being valid for almost all parameters a. 
Proof. Let a > a+(o). Then in view of Proposition 5 we have K;: ~ F(-::,_) 
and the assertion follows from Proposition 2. So in the following we treat the 
case a-(1) ~ a ~ a+(o). Then the set K(::x) consists of the those points of 
the set F, the lower local dimensions of which are not greater than a. Since 
the Lipschitz mapping 7r may only diminish local dimensions, we infer from 
Proposition 2 that the assertion of the theorem may be violated only for the 
following situation: There should be some a' > a such that for each positive 
TJ < 1/2(a' - a) the following set has a Hausdorff dimension greater l(a) 
[, := {i E .:!00 : (a' -TJ, a'+ TJ) n [a-(i), a+(i)] =/:- 0, 7r(i) EK(~)} 
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for a set of parameters a with positive Lebesgue measure. 
To say it equivalently, the set of those sequences i, such that 
logpi(n) 
log ti(n) 
has an accumulation point belonging to (a' - T/, a'+ T/ ), but for which the 
application of 7r diminishes the lower local dimension to the interval [O.a], 
should have a Hausdorff dimension greater than t(a) with positive probabil-
ity with respect to a E Be. Here e is the number introduced in the proof of 
- Lemma 2. 
The following subsets of :f are coverings of[, 
Kn:= {i E :I: 11ogpi E (a' -TJ,a' +TJ),µ(Be(i)(7r(i))) ~ (c(i)r+11 , \i\ ~ n}, og ti 
where as in the proof of Proposition 5 c(i) = 2/ti and / is the number 
defined in the introduction. Just as in the proof of Lemma 2 we may choose 
/ independent of a E Be. Observe that for each i E :f 00 and each n we have 
the relation 
Si(n)F ~ B.ytic,.>(7r(i)) ~ B2,,tic,_>(7r(i(n))). 
Choose an arbitrary 5 > 0. Let us write for short Pi "' tf' instead of 
log Pi ( , , ) -1-- E a -TJ,a +TJ . og ti 
Let us write P for the Lebesgue probability measure on Be and Ea to denote 
the mathematical expectation, where a is distributed according to P. We 
have the following estimate, where Ci, c2, ... are suitable constants 
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Here we wrote tj ,..., ti for short, meaning the following property of j : tj :::; ti 
and tj(Li!-l) > ti. That is, we consider all those finite sequences j which have 
the property that tj :::; ti, but the sequence obtained from j by omitting the 
last member yields a t which is still greater than ti. Observe in the following 
that these j from a covering of .J 00 • 
We can continue the above chain of inequalities as follows, using again Fal-




< C3 L ( ti).l(a)+o-a+l-211 L PjtL.,~t11 
ie.:r,1il~n je.:r 
a 1 t•-t• Pi-ti J I 
C3 L ( ti).l(a)H-a+l-211 L Pjtj1+11 . 
ie.:r,lil~n je.:r 
I • • ~-1 J9 
Here in the last step we used that the inner sum is formed over a covering 
of .]00 • Now in view of ti <Pi, i = 1, 2, ... , k, for sufficiently small TJ we may 
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estimate the last expression by 
< C4 L (ti)L(a)+o-a+l-211. Pi. ti1+11 
ie.7,li12'.n 
p• ...... t?-' 
I I 
C4 L ( ti)L(a)+o-a-11 ·Pi :<:; C4 L ( ti)L(a)+o-a- 11 · t(-11 . 
ie.7,lil2'.n 
p• ...... tf'' 
I I 
Now in view of the assumption concerning a there is a unique q in [O, 1] such 
·that a E [a-(q), a+(q)]. Then the last expression equals 












< C4 I: p?t~(q)+8-(2+q)1I < C4 L p?t~(q)+8-(2+q)1I . 1 1 - 1 1 
ie.7,li12'.n ie.7 
I 1il2'.n Pi-tf 
For 71 being sufficiently small this last expression tends to zero as n ---+ oo by 
Lemma 6. Hence for almost all a the sums 
L (ti)L(a)+o 
iEKn 
over the coverings K,n tend to zero, which leads to the conclusion that the 
Hausdorff dimension of £ is not greater than 1( a). The proof is complete . 
• 
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Now we can prove 
Theorem 1 Assume~ = f(O) = maxf(a) :=; 1 and a < 1/3. Moreover, 
assume that ti <Pi for i = 1, 2, ... , k. Fo-:;: any real q we have the relation 
for almost all parameters a. Consequently, if /3 is smooth at q 1 for a = a( q) 
we get 
almost surely in a. 
For q :=; 1 we get 
f-(q)::; dimH(K(q))::; f+(q) , 
and consequently, if /3 is smooth at q, for a = a( q) we have 
for almost all a with respect to the dk-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
Proof. 1. It follows from Propositions 5, 7 and 1 that K(q) supports µ\ 
so that as in the proof of Proposition 4 we conclude that this set has at least 
dimension f-( q). 
2. Since K(q) ~ K-(q), the second estimate follows from Proposition 8 . • 
Remark. The estimate of the f( a )-spectrum of the self-affine fractal given 
by the preceding theorem is not completely satisfactory for two reasons. At 
the one hand, if the function f3 is not smooth at q, then the two values f-(q) 
and f+ ( q) are different. Our conjecture is that /3 is indeed everywhere smooth 
in our situation under quite general conditions. 
The second gap is that we are not able to prove the estimate from above for 
all a. We give some comment concerning this problem. 
Figure 1 shows the spectral function f( a) in a typical situation. As mentioned 
above, we have to cope with the pr~lem that under the mapping 7r the lo-
cal dimension might decrease so that the part of the fractal with some local 
dimension a could get a higher Hausdorff dimension than i (a), theoretically 
even the Hausdorff dimension dimH(..7(~)) of the part ..7(~) of the symbolic 
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fractal :J 00 , where the local dimension is greater a. This might happen only 
for values of a such that dimH(:J(~)) > dimH(:l(i:x)), i.e. for a < a-(o), see 
figure 1. , 
d~'M.J+) r------+=-~· 
d; '"s r-A------.< 
'\) 
' ?.,\' 




Analyzing this problem more carefully we observe that 7f may not diminish 
the local dimension of a part of :f 00 without diminishing the Hausdorff di-
mension at least for the same quantity. This leads to the conclusion that this 
"bad,, effect could only happen at that part of the function i_, where_ the slope 
exeeds one, which corresponds to q > 1 resp. a < a-(1). This is essentially 
what we prove in Proposition 8. Performing some of the estimates in that 
proof with greater exertion we can slightly improve this result to values of 
q beyond one. In fact, we find that if the slope of f at a does not exceed 
a- 1 , then the Hausdorff dimension remains unchanged. To give a proof for 
all q resp. a would require to show that under 7f it is impossible that, given 
'T} > 0, the number of i E :J with ti ,....., t: and such that 7r(i) E Bc(x), is finally 
less than i;;-TI as t: -t 0. To say it in other words, we would have to show 
that it is almost impossible (in a) that exponentially many i (compared to 
the lenght of i) are mapped to almost the same position under 7f, where this 
means that the distance is of the order ti. It seems very unlikely that such 
a coincidence may happen, but we have no proof that it happens only with 
Lebesgue measure zero (in a). So we confine ourselves to q :S 1, since the 
slight improvement mentioned above is no real progress compared with the 
final goal to show the result for all q. 
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4 The Renyi Dimensions 
In analogy to the introduction of the measures vq,s - which are in fact nothing 
but the Renyi measures for the symbolic fractal equipped with the measure 
v - we introduce a two-parameter family µq,s, q, s E R, of outer measures 
carried by F( a) by the set-up. 
µq,s(E) := lim inf { L (µ(B))q · ( diamB)s} , E ~ F( a) . 
.:-.O BEC.(E) BEB 
Here C.,(E) denotes the set of all countable or finite coverings of E by balls 
of diameter less than £ and of positive µ-measure. It is quite easy to check 
that the µq,s are outer measures. Now to each q E Rand E ~ F( a) we define 
a number dq( E) by 
dq(E) := inf{sjµq,s(E) < +oo}. 
(The Renyi dimensions are usually defined as Dq(E) := (1 - q)-1dq(E) for 
q f:. 1 and as the negative derivative -supposed it exists- of dq( E) at q = 1.) 
Observe that µq,s(E) is a convex function of q, s for any subset E of F. Con-
sequently dq( E) is a convex function of q. 
As it was to be expected, the Renyi dimensions are closely connected with 
the f (a )-spectrum. 
Proposition 9 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we have for almost 
all a (with to the Lebesgue measure on Rdk) 
dq(F(a))::; f3(q) 
dq ( F (a)) = {3 ( q) 
q::;l, 
q::;O. 
Proof. 1. First assume 0 ::; q ::; 1. Fix some small 5 > 0. We show that 
we can cover the interval (0, 1] by a finite number of intervals I such that 
the Renyi dimension (with parameter q) of the set of points, the lower local 
dimension of which belongs to I, is not greater than f3(q) + 5 for almost all 
a E Rd: 
dq(K(I))::; f3(q) + 5 for K(I) := {x E F(a): lim log ~(B.,(x)) E J} . (1) 
.:->O og £ 
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Observe that there is no point in F(a) with local dimension 1 or greater. 
First let 0 :::; a :::; a+(l) - 8/4. Then by Lemma 1 for each e > 0 we find 
some covering B of K(I) I= [a, a +'8/4], consisting of balls with diameter 
less than e and such that 
L ( diamB)°'H/2 < e . 
BEB 
(2) 
The proof of Lemma 1 show that we can choose the centers of the B E B in 
K (I) and, moreover, we may choose these balls so small that 
µ(B):::; (diamB)°'-6/ 2 , 
since the local dimension of the center of each such B is in I. So we get 
L (µ(B))q · ( diamB)'B(q)H :::; L ( diamB)qa-q6f2+/3(q)+5 
BEB BEB 
< L ( diamB)qa+,l3(q)H/ 2 • 
BEB 
Now we have qa + ,B(q) -,B(q) + a(q- l) +a> ,B(q) + a+(l)(q- l) +a~ a, 
the latter relation being valid since ,B is convex. So by (2) 
L (µ(B))q. (diamB),l3(q)H:::; e. 
BEB 
i.e. we proved (1) in that case. Since [O, a+(l)] can be covered by finitely 
many of such I, we get 
We consider the set [a+(l), l]. Obviously this set can be covered by a finite 
number of intervals I= [a, a+ 5 /4]. We learn from the proof of Proposition 
8 that for almost all a with respect to the dk-dimensional Lebesgue measure 
we may cover K(I) by balls with maximum radius e such that 
µ(B) :::; ( diamB)°'-6/ 2 
and 




L (µ(B))q · ( diamB)f3(q)+o :::; L ( diamB)qa+f3(q)+o/2 
BEB BEB 
< L ( diamB).t(a)+o/2 < e . 
BEB 
The last estimate follows from the definition off. So for 0 :::; q :::; 1 we proved 
that dq(F) :::; {:l(q). For q < 0 this relation is t~ivially fulfilled, since by the 
definition of /3 we find coverings K, of arbitrary small diameter of .:J 00 such 
that 
2:Pt · tf(q)+o < e , 
iE/C 
and that yields in view of the definition of/, which we may choose indepen-
dently of a for bounded a, 
2:(µ(B2-ytJ11·(i))))q. (21ti)f3(q)+o < (21){3(q)+o. e . 
iE/C 
So for any q :::; 1 we have dq(F) :::; {:l(q) for almost all a. Consequently for 
an arbitrary dense countable subset Q of ( -oo, 1] we get for almost all a the 
relation 
q E Q. 
Since /3( q) is a finite convex function and dq( F) is convex, we co:n,clude that 
both functions are continuous and this implies the first part of the assertion 
of the Proposition. 
2. Let q:::; 0, 5 < 0. We denote by K,.(q) the subset of K(q), consisting of all 
points x in K(q) such that 
for all T 1 :::; T . 
Then 
K(q) = LJ K.,.(q) . 
r>O 
Hence by Theorem 1 we find some To< 1 with dimH(K.,.0 (q)) 2: J-(q)-5/2. 
Then we have for s < {:l(q) - (1 - q)5 and any covering of F with diameter 
less than T0 /2 
S(B,q,s) := L(µ(B))q · (diamB)s 2: S(B,q,s) := L (µ(B))q · (diamB)8, 
BEB BEB' 
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where B' denotes the subset of B consisting of balls which have a non-empty 
intersection with Kr0 (q). So B' is a covering of Kr0 (q). Now we may find to 
each B E B' some ball B* with diameter between diam B and 2 · diamB 
such that the center of B* belongs to Kr0 (q) and B ~ B*. This yields, if we 
denote by B* the collection of all those B*, 




First let us assume that f3 is smooth at q. Then j+(q) = J-(q). Since the 
Hausdorff dimension of Kr0 (q) is at least f(q) - 6/2, the last expression 
becomes arbitrary large for coverings B of arbitrary small diameter, this 
being valid for almost all a. So for those q ~ 0, where f3 is smooth, we obtain 
dq(F) 2'.: /3( q) for almost all a. Since f3 is a finite convex function, we find a 
dense countable subset Q of ( -oo, O] where it is smooth. So for almost all a 
we have dq(F);::::: f3(q) for each q E Q, which in view of the fact that dq(F) is 
convex yields that for almost all a we have dq(F) 2'.: f3(q) even for all q ER. 
This proves the Proposition. • 
5 Appendix 
We prove here the fact that we can find a finite nonzero modification of 11q,f3(q). 
This is a consequence of some standard knowledge about net measures, as it 
was presented by [Be], [Ro], [Fal]. Nevertheless we give a detailed exposition 
of this proof. 
1. First note that by Lemma 6 in the case q < 1 we have to treat the case of 
infinite total mass, whereas for q > 1 we have cope with the possibility that 
11q,f3(q) is the zero measure. 
To begin with, let us show that in the infinite mass case we find a modification 
with zero mass. In fact, if 11q,f3(q)(J00 ) = +oo, then S(q,f3(q),Jn) tends to 
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infinity as n - +oo with a sub-exponential speed by Lemma 6, so that 
hq(i) := (S(q, ,B(q), Jii1)t2 is an admissible choice in the sense of section 1. 
Obviously this yields as modified measure vq,f3(q) the zero measure. 
The fact that a modification can turn the zero measure (in the case q > 1) 
into a measure with non-zero total mass seems to be less obvious. We are 
going to show this in the second step. 
2. Let q > 1. Choose any strictly increasing sequence {szh=i,2 , ••• tending to 
,B(q) < 0. We learn from the fourth step of the proof of Lemma 6 that for 
each l there is some number kz > 0, some nz E N and some 11 > l such 
that for any finite non-reducible covering K, of .700 from S(q,sz,K,) ~ 1 and 
S(q, s1, K(r)) > M we would infer S(q, s1, K,(r + n1)) > 11 · M - k1 for any 
r E N. Choose some 1{ with 1 < 1{ < 1 1 and choose an increasing sequence 
{ M1} in such a way that 11 · M1 - k1 > 1{ · M1. Let k0 be the first index such that 
S(q, s1, Jko) > M1 and let k1 = k0+m1 ·n1, where m 1 EN we choose in such 
a way that ( 1;)m1 • M 1 > M2 . Then we choose m 2 such that ( 1nm2 • M2 > M 3 
and we put k2 = ki + m2 · n2 and so on. We define an expression 17(i), i E J, 
as follows. For Iii ~ k1 let 17(i) := (ti)81 . For k1 < Iii ~ k2 we put 
77(i) := (ti(k1)r (tifti(k1)r2 , 
and in the general case k1 < Iii ~ k1+i we put 
77(i) := (ti(k1)r1 . (ti(k2)/ti(kt)r2 . (ti(k3)/ti(k2)r3 ..... (tifti(ki)rl+l 
Now consider the net measure v which is obtained by substituting the expres-
sion t~(q) in the defining relation of vq,/3(q) by 77(i). We find that v(.700 ) ~ 1. In 
fact, assume there would be a finite covering K, E Ck1 (.700 ) with the property 
~iEJCPf · 77(i) ~ 1. Then we see that the k0-section K,(ko) of K, (which is 
simply Jko) fulfils 
L Pf· 77(i) = S(q, s1, Jk0 ) > M1 . 
iEK:(ko) 
We see by induction that 
L Pf· 17(i) > M1 . 
iEIC(ki_t) 
In fact, in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6, step 4., we get 
I: Pf·. 11(i) ~ ( I: Pf . 11(i)) . ( 1/r1 > M,. ( 1/r1 > M1+i 
iEIC(k1) iEIC(k1_t) 
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So again we have a contradiction to the assumption that v(.:J00 ) < 1. 
Now let hq(i) := 'rl(i)Jtf(q). We find that this is a modifying function in the 
sense of section 1. Consequently we found a modification of vq,f3(q) which has 
non-zero total mass. 
3. We are now in a position where we do not need to treat the cases q < 1 
and q > 1 separately: In either case we have modifications of vq,f3(q), which 
have zero and infinite total mass (or 2. yields already a measure with finite 
mass). We have to find something between these extrema. 
Let us denote the modifying functions by h~ and h'; (one of them is con-
stantly equal to one), and let us write v;;f(q) for the modification of vq,f3(q) 
with infinite mass. Next we prove that in the case where v;;f(q) has no atoms 
we find a· compact set £ ~ :J 00 with v;;f(q)( £) = 1. This is a standard result 
for net measures, we follow closely the considerations in [Fal], proof of 5.4. 
Let us write v instead of v;;f(q) for short and denote by Vr the set function 
which is defined by 
Vr(T) := inf '°' h00 (i) · p~ · t~(q) 
KEG (I)~ q 1 1 ' 
r iEK 
I~ :loo . 
Since vr(:l00 ) j v(.:J00 ) = +oo, we find some r 0 with vr0 (:!00 ) > 1. There 
is a compact subset £1 of :!00 with iir0 (£1) = 1. In fact, let us perform the 
following construction. We take the elements of Jro in lexicographic order and 
remove one by one from :J 00 those disks Di, i E Jro, which can be removed 
leaving the Vr0 -value of the remaining compact not less than one. Then we 
do the same with the new compact and Jro+l and so on. We get a descending 
sequence £(1), £(2), ... of compacts the intersection of which is the desired 
compact £1 . Indeed, assume first that iiro ( £1 ) < 1. This would mean we find 
a finite covering K, E Cro ( £1 ) with 
L h';(i) . Pf . tf(q) < 1 . 
iEK 
We denote by £1 the compact set UiEK Dii~which covers £1 . Observe that 
:!00 \ £1 is compact, too. The intersection of the descending sequence of com-
pact sets £(i) \ £1 is empty. So K, covers already one of the £(i)i which is in 
contradiction to their construction. 
Now assume that Vr0 (£1 ) = 1+5, where 5 > 0. Since v;;f(q) has no atoms, the 
expression h';(i(n)) · Pf(n) · t~~? takes arbitrary small values for each i E £1 . 
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Hence we find some n 2:: To making this expression less than S. Now it is 
obvious that we may remove Di(~) from £1 , and the remaining compact has 
still a Vr0 -value not less than one, since any covering of £1 \ Di(n) plus Di(n) 
yields a covering of £1 . But this contradicts the construction of £1 . 
So we have a compact £1 with the property iir0 (£1) = 1. We even find com-
pacts £f 2 £{ 2 ... such that Vr0+1(£r) = Vr0 +2(£r) = ... = Vro+r(Ef) = l. 
Again we prove this by induction: Choose £f = £1. Let £r be given. For each 
i E Jro+r we consider the set £r n Di. If iiro+r+i(Er n Di) ::::; h~(i) ·Pf· tf(q)' 
we leave this part of £r unchanged. But if this relation is not fulfilled, we 
substitute £f n Di by a compact subset F with iiro+r+1(F) = h~(i) ·Pf· tf(q). 
This is possible, see the construction of £1 . In that way we do not change 
the values of Vro+i(Ef), 0 ::::; j ::::; T. Doing this for all i E Jro+r, we get 
£r+1 ~ Er as desired. We denote the compact limit of these sets by £. The 
same argument as above shows that iir(E) = 1 for each T 2:: To. So we have 
ii(£) = v~(q)( £) = 1. 
4. Now we are in a position to prove the existence of a modification of vq,f3(q) 
with total mass one. If v~(q) is non-atomic, by 3. we find a compact £ with 
v~(q)(£) = 1. Now choose 
h (") _ { h~(i) for £ n Di =/= 0 . rr 
q 1 - h~(i) else 1 E ..., · 
Let us denote the corresponding modified measure by vq. It is obvious that 
~( £) = 1. On the other hand, on each Di which has no intersection with £ 
the measure ~ coincides with the zero measure by definition of h~. So it is 
the zero measure on the countable union of all these disks, i.e. on .:100 \ £. 
This is the proof in the non-atomic case. The case where there is an atom io 
of v~(q) is easy: The expression 
hoo(• ( )) q tf3(q) 
q lo n · Pi0 (n) · i0 (n) 
must have a non-zero lower limit and it can only have a sub-exponential 
growth (since S(q,/3(q),.:Tr) has a sub-exponential growth). So by 
h ( i) = Pi . i or I < Io i E :J { ( q tf3(q))- 1 f . . 
q h~(i) else 
we get a modifying function and obviously we have for the modified measure 
~ = Sia. The proof is finished. • 
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